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Welcome to DRONES By Bad Brad

        Drones are pretty cool, you may not need 
one, but whether you need one or not, we 
think a household could always benefit from 
having a drone lying around. Whether it’s just 
for fun, to use as a filmmaker, or to spy on your 
neighborhood.
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PROTO X NANO QUAD
The 50 mm Proto-X is tiny, ideal for indoor flying 
— and it weighs only 11.5 g, just four-tenths of an 
ounce. Bright, built-in LEDs make it easy to see the 
Proto-X in low-light conditions

REZO MICRO CAMERA DRONE RTF

INVEZO STUNT DRONE RTF

Built-in camera records video and takes still photos 
at the press of a button Innovative altitude hold, 
automatic takeoff and landing technologies
Available in one of three body colors - black, blue or 
orange Automatic flip mode so anyone can perform 
360° aerial flips

The Revolution Invezo Stunt Drone is easy to fly, 
even if it’s your first time. After mastering the basics, 
the durable Invezo can take your skills higher with 
Easy, Pro and 3D modes plus 360° flip and upside 
down (inverted) flight capabilities.

$49.99

$66.99

$59.99
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JETMAN GO DRONE RTF

KODO HD DRONE W/CAMERA

The JetMan Go Drone RTF is a unique, fun aircraft 
that is easy to fly, yet small enough to fly around 
the house. The built-in 6-axis gyro control system 
provides amazing stability, features like Auto Take-Off 
and Landing

The digital camera in the KODO HD offers you 
more than high-definition resolution; it gives you full 
high-definition 1080p resolution to work with, so 
you can shoot videos and pictures of unprecedented 
sharpness and clarity.

PICO X MICRO DRONE

NDUCTRIX RTF

Although the Pico X RTF may be the smallest ul-
tra-micro quad on the market, it’s certainly not little 
when it comes to features. The incredibly small body 
of the Pico X is made from durable polycarbonate

Lightweight, fully assembled quadcopter
SAFE® technology makes drone flying easy
Quiet EDF power system
Durable rotor housings prevent damage
Brilliant LED orientation lights

$79.99

$79.99

$89.99

$89.99
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ORBIT FPV POCKET DRONE

HOVER SHOT 1ST PERSON VEIW 
MINI DRONE 720P

The Orbit’s FPV feature works via WiFi through an 
app that displays 720P flight video and informa-
tion on your smartphone. Flight videos can also be 
recorded on the smartphone app.

Takeoffs and landings are as easy as pushing a 
button. The H-Shot comes completely assembled 
with everything included for immediate flying fun, 
and 7-10 minute flight times will make it seem like 
you’re in the air forever. Multiple flight modes let you 
fly at your particular comfort level, whether you’re a 
beginner or a veteran pilot!

CENTRY FPV WIFI HD DRONE RTF

TRAXXAS LATRAX ALIAS
QUADCOPTER RTF 2.64 GHZ

If you’ve hesitated to enter the popular and exciting 
world of aerial photography because of complexity or 
cost, the Centry FPV (First Person View) multirotor 
drone is the perfect solution.

2.4GHz radio system Quad-rotor thrust with 
auto-leveling 6-axis flight system Four high-output 
motors High-tech molded frame Integrated bright, 
colorful LEDs High-capacity 650mAh Lipo battery
USB-powered battery charger Multiple patents 
pending

$89.99

$118.99

$120.00

$119.99
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ATON QUADCOPTER 3000MAH 35 
LIPO FIXED MOUNT W/ CHARGER

ATON PLUS QUADCOPTER 5000MAH 
LIPO 2 AXIS CIMBAL

ATON ONE THE COOLEST AND MOST ADVANCED 
DRONES AROUND !
The Aton Has 3 Flight Modes from Novice to Expert 
mode ! Comes with a 3000 Mah 11.1volt Lipoly 
Battery Pack and a DC quick charger. Easily add an 
OPTIONAL 2 Axis

MEET ATON, YOUR PERSONAL VIDEO ASSISTANT 
- ATON PLUS QUADCOPTER Upgraded to 3-Cell 
5000mAh Power Cell LiPo Battery Add 2-axis Gimbal 
with Mount for GoPro® HERO® 3 and 4 series 
cameras*  *Camera not included

Q500 4K RTF WITH 5T10+ CG03 1 
BATTERY STEADYGRIP

With ultra-high definition (UHD) resolution, four 
times higher than HD, the camera delivers high-qual-
ity images with the ability to caputre slow motion 
1080p 120fps and 12 megapixel photos. Caputure 
life in 4K with incredible detail and unparalleled 
realism

$329.99

$409.99

$830.99
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Shop Our Selections

CAMERA PARTS

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

DRONES

GET THE VEIWS
NO ONE ELSE CAN!
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